
Retirement This Year? 
Designing Your Cash Flow Without a Pay Cheque

(Includes excerpts from Kurt’s full day course “Designing Retirement Income” that Kurt has taught for more 
than ten years to Certified Public Accountants as part of the continuing education programs for provincial CPA 
associations from Nova Scotia to BC).

You’ve collected that pay cheque for almost 40 years and now it is stopping next week. That pay cheque paid 
for your utility bills, food, fun, your family and everything else – and now it will be gone forever soon. Pretty 
scary right? Not if you have a plan.

In this paper, I am going to have the discussion as if you are at the retirement finish line. I am going to ignore 
the fact that over the last ten years you should have had a retirement plan that led to this point – a plan that 
tracked your cash flow, career plans, savings, debt elimination, retirement goals, inflation, investment returns, 
taxes, real estate, kids, aged parents and more to create a retirement plan that is now finalized and sets the 
stage for the rest of your life without a pay cheque. Retirement planning needs to start at age 40. By age 60, 
you have a clear picture of your financial position heading into retirement and what to expect for income for 
the rest of your life. In today’s world, no one should be stopping a career because they simply feel like it, or 
they reached a certain age, or their friends are retiring or similar silly reasons. Today you retire when you have 
enough money (health permitting), as more Canadians lack guaranteed pensions of past generations – you only 
have what you save for the rest of your life in retirement. It’s harder now.

Cost of Living

Step one now and every year is knowing what you will spend each year in retirement.
• Specifically, what do you need to have monthly for cash flow to pay regular bills?
• What do you need to have week to week for discretionary spending like  restaurants 
 and entertainment?
• What do you need to have through the year for gifts, vacations, new technology 
 and repairs around the home?
• What do you need to have every few years for home renovations, bigger vacations, 
 new vehicles and gifts to the kids?
• How will your cost of living each year change over the decades ahead?
• How will your spending change with inflation and taxes over time?
• How will your cost of living change each year if you have a partner and they die first?



This is a partial list – there are templates online (or from us) to help with expense planning. We would encour-
age tracking of expenses for a few years until you settle into a retirement cost of living that considers all costs
– and where the money will come from to pay for it all. This is something we regularly help with, as we see 
what people ahead of you spend and we share this information to ensure you don’t miss anything. And then 
we tailor spending for your own unique plan.

We cannot stress enough the importance of being aware of periodic expenses in your retirement years. 
Planning for the costs of vehicle replacement, home repairs and appliance replacements, major financial 
assistance to kids or parents and high-end trip costs can damage your retirement savings longevity if not 
carefully thought about well in advance of retirement.

Aging and Expenses

Expect your spending to change over 40 years in retirement. Travel costs will fade 
and healthcare may increase. Going down to one car. Downsizing the home. This is 
normal transition that we will coach you through to ensure the income sources you 
have evolve to change with these costs. Generally, once or twice a year we would 
like to have a sit-down chat with you about spending for the year ahead so we can 
have your savings ready months in advance to provide this money.

Death of the First Spouse

If you have a life partner, it is inevitable for all of us that one will die first. The financial impact can be significant: 
reduced costs, loss of a pension, loss of Canada Pension Plan (CPP), loss of Old Age Security (OAS) and more. 
A future second marriage can be even more complicated financially. And larger age gaps between spouses 
also present unique challenges. We will help you to examine the impact of all of these variables and how to 
plan your finances for the aftermath.

Healthcare

Health challenges can happen at any age (e.g. car accident, stroke) and can lead to permanent institution-
alization, home care, family care, the need for specialized equipment, home renovations to fit a wheelchair, 
24/7 observation and more. The potential for significant healthcare costs in life should be planned for ahead of 
retiring. Adequate savings, the right healthcare insurance, income tax breaks for aging tax credits and the role 
of real estate with the “older you” are discussions we will lead you through as we plan for potential healthcare 
costs needs.
 



Health and Dental Plan in Retirement

You just retired and your employer just took away your free health and dental plan, now what? Choices are 
to buy a retail health and dental insurance plan on the Internet, choose a new group plan from an alumni 
association or senior’s group or to go without now for life. Different service options and widely different costs. 
And this gets really hard if you have a pre-existing condition or take expensive meds. Lean on us to walk you 
through your marketplace options and help you to decide long before you retire.

Limits to Helping Kids

We all love our families (most of the time!) but there has to be limits on how far you will go to support them 
financially. When helping the kids turns into sacrificing your own quality of life which then turns into threatening 
your own financial stability, whoa, you have gone too far in our opinion. As your independent, objective advisor 
you can count on us for “straight talk” about those you love when emotion may impair your own decision 
making. We are here to take care of you first.

Your Estate

Unfortunately, we all die someday and our estate consists of a Will that sets out 
wishes for what your heirs will inherit. We may need to rethink what you put in 
your Will as we plan your retirement. If you have bought life insurance, left specific 
assets (e.g. cottage) to children, or specified dollar amounts to grandchildren as 
inheritances, that may not work well for your retirement plan. You have a lot of life 
to live first and we want to ensure you have all the resources you need to live life 
to the fullest. So please let us review your Will as part of your retirement plan – we 
may have some suggestions for changes that your lawyer may not have thought to 
consider!

Inflation

The rising cost of food, gasoline and rent has to be factored into your retirement income design each year. 
Over 25 years, consistent high inflation can cut your spending power in half. The way to offset increased 
costs is to have income sources that also go up over time: CPP and OAS already do increase yearly, so do 
some annuities, some pensions, stock market investments and rental income profits. We will track inflation 
each year and adapt your cash flow plan to counter the impacts of inflation over time. One or two years of 
elevated inflation are insignificant, but long term inflation can be devastating financially. It needs to be planned 
for.



Aging Parents

Family conversations can be difficult if your parents don’t have enough money for healthcare in their old age. 
It’s even harder if your brothers and sisters are not financially well off and cannot equally contribute to help 
parents financially. Discussions about their financial stability should ideally start before you retire in case you 
need to provide them with money in the future after your pay cheque has stopped in your own retirement. 
Sometimes parents won’t share their finances and you find out last minute. Clients have found us very help-
ful in this area as we objectively lead you and your siblings through a family discussion about aging related 
costs, income resources and what it will take to financially support elderly parents.

Downsizing Real Estate

Often real estate is first sold in retirement when a spouse dies and the property is too 
much to maintain for the survivor, sometimes egged on by adult children concerned 
for their remaining parent. While keeping your current real estate is likely your goal, 
holding onto a home and a vacation property means two sets of property taxes, two 
sets of utility bills and more, at a time when the easy money of your pay cheque is 
gone. As well, you have a lot of money tied up in one or two non-income producing 
personal residences. Count on us to help you evaluate staying in your home for life, 
condos, townhouses, renting for life, getting rid of the second property and more. There 
are tax issues to consider, legal considerations, cash flow thinking points, emotion, family 
preferences and financial planning concerns. As perhaps the most valuable assets you 
own, advice on real estate has a big role to play in overseeing your finances with you.

Income Taxes

Income taxes can be a big cost in retirement and needs to be treated differently than your working years. 
There are more opportunities to minimize income taxes in retirement than during your working years that you 
will want to take advantage of. It’s a must to have your tax returns studied as part of your income design in 
retirement – every year we will do that if you provide us with full tax return copies each summer.

As a general rule of thumb, if your individual pre-tax income in retirement will be below $100,000 a year, use 
20% as an average tax rate to deduct from your gross income to get a net amount to life off. We suspect your 
actual taxes paid will be lower than this, but we like to be conservative in guiding you on tax planning.

Don’t get fancy considering tax credits and tax deductions in trying to estimate income taxes each year. Live 
a few years in retirement and see where your incomes taxes end up. We will track your average and marginal 



tax rates each year if you provide your tax returns to us. We will also look for ways to minimize taxes through 
income splitting. And we will assist with planning for quarterly tax installments which will become an annual 
reality a few years into retirement for many retirees. We often find we will have to send you money each 
quarter to pay for income tax installments specifically because they can get too big to be handled from your 
regular cash flow. This involves connecting with you March 15, June 15, September 15 and December 15th 
each year to ensure you have the money to send to Canada Revenue. Your accountant may provide some 
guidance on tax installments, but we often will get much more detailed and involved with you to ensure you 
understand how installments work and to ensure you have the cash flow to pay them.

Plan your Income Sources to Match Your Expenses After Tax

Each of us may have as many as six income sources in retirement to live 
off and they require coordination and strategy on when to start or stop 
receiving them.

Start with the “fixed” income sources.

These are income sources like CPP, OAS, annuities and employer 
defined benefit pensions that once you start them, they can never be 
stopped until you die. Generally, with all of these income sources, they come with rules when you can start 
them, the amount you will get and how payments will change over time. Some of them can also be income 
split with a partner to reduce income tax yearly. As a general rule, the longer you leave these fixed income 
sources before you start receiving the money, the more money you will get – this should be a serious consid-
eration if you don’t have a lot of other savings, are a big spender or chances are you will live a long life. These 
are also income sources that may leave no inheritance to children and may require thinking about your estate 
plan alongside your retirement plan.

It is our preference that CPP is not claimed until at least age 65 and that annuities should be given serious 
consideration around age 70 as a guaranteed income stream for life for part of your cash flow needs. Most 
employer defined benefit pension plans are golden – you just need to stay in the plan long enough during your 
working years to get a big enough pension, so that’s a question of where you work and how long you stay 
here – we have thoughts on that too.

We find that these guaranteed income sources, especially CPP and OAS, will be enough money to pay one’s 
basic monthly bills in retirement – but not much more. Note CPP and OAS are indexed for inflation as you get 
an increase each year that helps to keep up with the rising cost of living. We deal with all these income sourc-
es regularly and stand ready to provide guidance to you on pension incomes – this planning should start long 



before you even consider retiring. Get us involved as these pensions are huge decisions that affect your entire 
remaining life.

Now let’s look at the variable income sources in retirement – there are five:
• Interest income • Capital gains income • Rental profit
• Dividend income • Part time work

“Variable” means all of these five income sources can be inconsistent in how 
much money you can expect to get each year.

Bond and GIC interest and dividends from stocks are pretty consistent and often 
pay 2% to 4% cash flow per year, pre-tax, pre-inflation, pre-fees.

Capital gains are only generated when the price of an equity investment rises and then you sell it higher than 
you bought it for – you should treat all equities as volatile and assume your profit taking cash flow only results 
in gains every few years only, not every year. You can easily go a full year or longer with zero capital gains 
if market conditions are poor. Relying on capital gains from rising securities should never be a large part of 
your retirement income design due to the inconsistency. If you are over-reliant on capital gains for retirement 
income you should perhaps stay in your career longer and save for a larger investment portfolio before retiring 
to lessen the impact of needing capital gains on securities to provide for retirement spending.

Part-time work in your 60s and 70s should not be ruled out if having some spare money in your jeans will 
reduce the stress of the stock market in retirement and allow you to stay on track with having easy money for 
costs like vacations and home repairs even when the stock market is down.

Rental properties that are debt free by the start of retirement can be a form of pension plan that is tax-smart, 
inflation-savvy and still leaves an asset for your estate as an inheritance someday. But a rental property with 
a big mortgage that sucks up your rental profit is useless for generating reliable retirement income when you 
start retirement. You may be better off selling the rental property and reinvesting the proceeds to clear the 
debt and leave you money to life off in retirement. Generally, we like rental properties as an asset base for 
retirement income – but only when they are fully paid off or close to paid off when you start retirement. You 
need rental profit to live off now and that’s not possible when you still have a mortgage.

Stacking Your Six Income Sources

We refer to combining your various income sources in retirement as “stacking” your income sources. Stacking 
the right combination of incomes to generate enough total income that after income tax is paid, you have 



exactly the right amount of money in retirement that you need for each year. This is complicated to do and 
really requires a tax background to understand it all: your spending needs will vary each year, how much 
investment income you earn will vary each year, tax rates change, inflation factors to consider and more. Rest 
assured we are very experienced in building the income stack and revisiting it each year for continued rele-
vancy as we plan your next year of income needs with you annually.

Banking

Do you deal with three banks, have four RRSPs, three TFSA, six bank 
accounts and three credit cards? And your spouse does too?

Reduce the number of banks and brokerages that you use when you retire. It can be too confusing when 
you start drawing money out of your savings to live off. That may have worked for you when you were 
working, but now creating retirement income that balances taxes, investments, cash flows for one or two 
people requires a simplified financial set up by you.

Pick one or two bank accounts to e-link with your investment accounts so that 
monthly transfers from investment accounts to bank accounts can be automated 
or manually done easily periodically. We will work with you to automate some 
monthly transfers (e.g., for regular bill payments) while we may leave some 
withdrawals manually for you to call us when you need it (e.g., paying for a trip).

Investing, Investment Products and Investment Accounts

For many of us, our accumulated savings will be the main source of cash flow in retirement. The goal is to live 
off the income your savings generate, perhaps spend some of the capital itself and leave what is left for an 
inheritance for your heirs.

The money you have accumulated for retirement during your working career may consist of these pools of 
money:

Registered Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP) – you can contribute money until you 
are age 72, but most people stop by their early 60s. Money grows tax sheltered and 
any withdrawals in retirement are fully taxable that year. Consolidate all of your RRSPs 
into one plan at one institution at the start of retirement (hopefully with us at Manulife 
Securities so we can watch over it all) to simplify the tax and income planning that is 
now starting yearly.



RRSP withdrawals may start as young as age 60 if your total taxable income is low enough. This is a tax 
question. Withdrawals can be monthly or periodically through the year. There will be withholding taxes on 
the withdrawals that will be credited against your taxes for that year. RRSPs are well suited to small, monthly 
withdrawals in retirement that help you pay regular monthly bills. Do not use your RRSP for large withdrawals 
all at once – the taxation is too high. We will watch this for you. 

Portfolio design inside the RRSPs will need to adapt to provide for withdrawals for the first time. Investment 
products you hold may need to change to add liquidity for easy access yearly.

Your RRSP, a spousal RRSP that you contributed to, your partner’s RRSP and the group RRSP that you 
employer provided are all RRSPs; which accounts you withdraw from first is largely an income tax based 
question. Make sure we have knowledge of all of your RRSP accounts everywhere and we will help you sort 
out the most tax-smart withdrawal approach each year. 

Registered Retirement Income Fund (RRIF) – Your RRSP becomes a RRIF somewhere between age 65 
and 72. A RRIF is the same tax sheltered investment account as your RRSP except that you are forced to 
withdraw an increasing amount of money yearly until you die. Whether you start withdrawals at age 65 to age 
72 is a tax planning decision that we will help you with. We will also work with you to ensure the RRIF account 
has liquidity inside it to fund the withdrawals as often as monthly. We do a lot of RRIF work each month so 
lean on the team if you have any questions!

Tax Free Savings Account (TFSA) – relatively new since 2009, the money contributed to a tax 
free savings account grows tax free for life and withdrawals are also tax free. These accounts 
should only be held at one institution due to the complexity of crediting deposits with Canada 
Revenue each year. Withdrawals in retirement should be reserved for large infrequent purchases 
such as buying a vehicle, big trip costs and similar. Remember, these relatively small accounts 
need to last your lifetime. Investment strategy should align with spending needs and the tax-free 
advantage. Frankly, this should be the last money you touch throughout retirement as it is the 
most tax smart. We will always help you to prioritize and sequence your withdrawals 
to be tax-smart if we have your TFSAs with us at Manulife Securities or even if you 
don’t but we know they exist elsewhere. 

Taxable investment savings – You may retire with this third pool of money (after RRSPs and TFSAs) perhaps 
because you inherited money, sold company stock you were given, downsized real estate or just were for-
tunate to save even more money. This is after-tax money, will generate taxable income each year and use of 
these funds should be carefully tax planned. Spend the income you generate ideally. Use the capital itself for 
periodic large cost purchases. This pool of money is very tax smart as an inheritance someday if it lasts that 



long in your life. From our perspective it is another pool of money to talk to you about as we plan your cash 
flow needs each year.

Corporation or a Trust – Business owners and self-employed professionals often have corporations and 
trusts as part of their financial makeup, adding a fourth and fifth dimension of complexity in retirement income 
design. Corporations and trusts bring their own unique taxation in Canada, warranting even more detailed 
planning as to how to draw money from the structures as part of annual cash flow planning. It is common 
for your accountant to be involved with us in the detailed planning stage as we put together all your income 
sources to create the pre-tax and after-tax cash flow year by year. If we don’t already know your accountant, 
please introduce us so they can benefit from our comprehensive thinking and integrated planning approach.  
If you don’t have an accountant, then we will work with you directly on the tax planning as we are comfortable 
with much of it. Kurt is a Tax CPA, CA, spending his early career in one of the top tax advisory firms in the 
world.

Investment Portfolio Design for Income

The stocks and bonds and ETFs you hold in your investment accounts before you retire will largely continue 
to remain unchanged after you retire. You don’t need to blow up your portfolio if it was suitable before.  
However, there are several key dimensions that now need to be factored in as your pay cheque stops and  
you start withdrawing from your portfolio to live off:

1.  Your investing risk tolerance may need to come down significantly. You are entering a new stage of life 
and such a material change warrants at least a review of your past approach to investing. You are  

  spending money from savings now. Your time horizon is shorter now. And you don’t have a back-up  
  income to rely on. Your stress level for investing may go up and that’s not good for your health. Commonly  
  we reduce your stock market exposure across your investment accounts held with us a few years before  
  you retire – not when you retire – we start well in advance so there are no surprises.

2.  Most of your investment accounts will now need to be structured to be more liquid, meaning you will need 
to carry cash all year long to some degree in order to have money available for spending. We work with 
you once or twice a year to plan for spending from your portfolio for the year ahead. Count on us to lead 
this conversation regularly in retirement.

3.  Your saving days may be over – now you are starting your spending days for the rest of your life. The 
types of investment products you hold may need to be adjusted to generate more income (and less 
growth focus) now that you need it to live off. 



Operational Set Up for Retirement Finances

Let’s use one RRSP account to give you a sense of how cash flow withdrawals in 
retirement will be designed going forward. Assume you have a $600,000 RRSP 
and we are designing your retirement income to start a month from now.

A.  We agree you will draw $3,000 a month, pre-tax, from your RRSP. So, we put 
a year’s worth of withdrawals in a savings product ($36,000) inside of your  
RRSP account. This way you know we have a year of cash flow on the sidelines, 
safely in cash. Each month the savings product will decline by the amount of 
$3000 sent to you. That means we need to replenish the “bucket of money” 
by the end of the year to continue funding you in future years.

B.  We agree that in your RRSP, you will hold $450,000 in GICs and corporate bonds maturing from one year 
to ten years from now. This is referred to as a “ladder” of fixed income maturities. As interest is earned 
and paid from the investments into your RRSP account, we will add the interest to the “bucket of money” 
savings product to replenish what you are spending. 

C.  We agree that in your RRSP, you will hold $150,000 in the stock market as this matches your preferred 
risk tolerance for your RRSP. Plus, we have more equity investments in your TFSA and taxable savings 
where there is a better tax result for equities. From the 20 stocks and ETFs that comprise your $150,000, 
we collect the dividend payments that arrive each month and add them to the “bucket of money” to re-
plenish the savings account that you are drawing down monthly. We also leave a bit of cash loose to pay 
investment fees. The periodic growth on the stocks is sold and captured every few years (or sooner) and 
also added to the savings product so that we stay ahead of your spending and the bucket is never empty.

Basically, the stocks, bonds and GICs are “farmed” and “cultivated” all year long to capture interest, dividends, 
and realized capital gains that is then paid out to you as part of your portfolio cash flow yearly. The years’ worth 
of cash put aside is to give you a cushion and our goal is to stay ahead of your spending in providing what you 
need. Whether we draw money from an RRSP, TFSA or other savings is entirely a tax question. This means 
we need to work together to stay on top of your spending needs and this usually results in a discussion every 
six months.



Annual Updates

Once the cash flow planning is done and money is flowing to your bank account monthly or periodically during 
the year in retirement, we can step back and let it run for a while. We will continue to monitor and adjust your 
investment portfolio. We will review your tax returns each year for tax planning. We will continually review and 
cost out your goals, new goals and changing goals. Typically, at least once a year we will do a full review of all 
aspects of your retirement plan – cash flow, taxes, goals, real estate, spending, income sources, insurance, 
kids, aging parents, investment portfolio and more. Our comprehensive, methodical approach ensure we don’t 
miss anything, and our frequent touch bases will keep you on track. If you are not retired yet, you have not 
experienced this type of advisory relationship that is designed specifically for the needs of a Canadian retiree. 

Retirement Cash Flow Forecast

By this point in our advisory relationship, assuming you had a need and agreed to let 
us do the work, we have prepared at least once a full retirement plan forecast to 
age 100. We stress we need to get started with this detailed planning by age 40. 

This powerful series of spreadsheets forecasts your real estate, investment assets, 
pensions, debt, income, taxes, spending and more to age 100, showing all your 
cash flow ups and down, tradeoffs, shortages, surpluses and gives you a dashboard 
like report on your financial future regularly. Everyone should have a forecast like this to 
help guide saving, spending, career plans and debt elimination. We regularly charge new 
clients $2,500 to $5,000 for this analysis initially. Now in retirement this cash flow forecast work becomes a 
tool to prevent overspending and running out of money. It also tells you when you are ok and helps with estate 
planning goals. Mostly it gives you confidence you are operating within reasonable parameters years after the 
pay cheque has stopped. Count on us to update this plan every three to five years if desired or needed.

We Are Your Master Planner Overseeing Your Retirement Plan

Planning for your retirement cash flow can be a daunting task – so much to think about as witnessed by 
everything in this document. Add to this the fact that you have three financial advisors and money held at 
two banks and two brokerages. It’s too much – you need to simplify.

As master planners, we are your strongest resource in tying together all of the parts of your finances to 
help you create the after-tax cash flow you need each year. We know this planning well and can help you 
coordinate your other advisors and resources to operate with one cohesive plan that addresses your goals 
and needs. Introduce us to your accountant, lawyer and banker to make sure we all act in concert.



So much of retirement planning is income tax planning at new and more sophisticated levels. We have the 
people, credentials and experience to make sure proper tax planning consideration happens. Your accountant, 
if you have one, doesn’t usually do tax smart retirement income design vs costs. And traditional money 
managers, brokers, advisors and agents often lack the tax credentials to offer tax advice.

Next Steps

We are very proud of our retirement planning services. Frankly, we feel they are the most detailed and well 
thought out possible and stack up against any firm in Canada offering something similar. And in a world where 
retirement costs and savings are more daunting than ever before, we are proud to be a steady hand through 
this amazing phase of your life.

Use this newsletter as a checklist of items that you want to talk to us about. We threw a lot at you here – 
because there is a lot to consider as you turn the corner into retirement this year. Put a check mark beside 
all the topics to discuss and call us to book your retirement income design appointment. Quick – we need 
to get most of this done before your pay cheque stops. If you have already retired and are spending money, 
time is now to prepare the retirement plan that sets the stage for your next 30-40 years.

Warm regards,

Kurt Rosentreter, CPA, CA, CFP, CLU, FCSI, CIMA, CIM, FMA, TEP
Portfolio Manager, Manulife Securities Incorporated
President, Upper Canada Capital Inc.
Life Insurance Advisor, Manulife Securities Insurance Inc.

2848 Bloor Street West, Toronto, Ontario M8X 1A9
Office: 416.628.5761 ext. 0 I Web: kurtismycfo.com

https://www.kurtismycfo.com


Straight on Point 
To ensure that trading instructions are received and executed timely and accurately, please do not send 
any trading instructions via email. Please contact us directly at 416.628.5761.

• If you prefer not to receive future emails, please respond with unsubscribe in the subject line.
• This message is only to be read by the addressee and is not for public distribution.
• The sender is not responsible for distribution of this message beyond the addressee intended.
• All information in this message is confidential to the addressee and should be treated as such.

Stocks, Bonds and mutual funds are offered through Manulife Securities Incorporated. Insurance Products and 
Services are offered through Upper Canada Capital Inc. and Manulife Securities Insurance Inc. Banking products 
and services are offered by referral arrangements through our related company Manulife Bank of Canada. Please 
confirm with your Advisor which company you are dealing with for each of your products and services.

This publication contains opinions of the writer and may not reflect opinions of Manulife Securities Incorporated 
and/or Manulife Securities Insurance Inc. The information contained herein was obtained from sources believed 
to be reliable, but no representation, or warranty, express or implied, is made by the writer or Manulife Securities 
Incorporated and/or Manulife Securities Insurance Inc. or any other person as to its accuracy, completeness or  
correctness. This publication is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any of the securities. The  
securities discussed in this publication may not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions. If you are not a Canadian 
resident, this report should not have been delivered to you. This publication is not meant to provide legal or account 
advice. As each situation is different you should consult your own professional Advisors for advice based on your 
specific circumstances.

Kurt Rosentreter, CPA, CA, CFP, CLU, TEP, FCSI, CIMA is President of Upper Canada Capital, a Portfolio Manager 
with Manulife Securities in Toronto and an Insurance Professional with Manulife Securities Insurance Inc. Kurt is the 
author of seven books on personal finance over 30 years and is a national course instructor of financial planning 
across Canada. He is the past co-founder of the national wealth management practice at one of Canada’s largest 
accounting firms and today oversees a national wealth management practice for clients nation wide. Learn more 
at kurtismycfo.com.

Upper Canada Capital is a trade name used to carry on business related to life insurance and stocks, bonds and mutual funds products. 
Stocks, bonds and mutual funds are offered through Manulife Securities Incorporated. Insurance products and services are offered through 
Upper Canada Capital Inc.. Banking products and services are offered by referral arrangements through our related company Manulife Bank 
of Canada. Please confirm with your Advisor which company you are dealing with for each of your products and services.

2848 Bloor Street West, Toronto, Ontario  M8X 1A9
T 416.628.5761I F 416.225.8650 I TF 866.275.5878
uppercanadacapital.com
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